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Optimize Your Upgrade or Migration to SAP®
BusinessObjects™ GRC Solutions

Migrating to a new governance,
risk, and compliance solution
or upgrading your existing solution requires an enterprise
approach that maximizes business value. To help you quickly
transition to the current version
of SAP® BusinessObjects™ governance, risk, and compliance
solutions, the SAP Services
organization offers predefined
service packages and customized consulting services.

Summary
SAP Services offers world-class consulting services that help you move to the current
version of SAP® BusinessObjects™ governance, risk, and compliance (GRC) solutions
– maximizing flexibility while minimizing time to benefit. We can also help you plan and
execute your upgrade and migration activities while helping you build a road map that
lets you optimize software performance and get top value from your GRC solutions.
Business Challenges
•• Comply with industry standards and government regulations while protecting critical
information
•• Leverage growth opportunities and deliver optimum outcomes to stakeholders
•• Develop a comprehensive approach to align risks and compliance programs with
strategic initiatives, plans, and education
•• Find the best expertise to help plan, launch, and monitor your GRC initiative
•• Maximize the value of your SAP software investment by deploying the current SAP
BusinessObjects GRC solutions
Key Features
•• Expert GRC assessments and strategies – Develop a flexible, long-term GRC road
map for the enterprise that supports change
•• Quick starts and comprehensive implementation services – Leverage standardized
deployments based on best practices and reusable components that lower costs
and provide quick time to value
•• GRC optimization expertise – Evaluate GRC coverage of your business and refine
and expand implementations to address gaps and other software issues
Business Benefits
•• Minimize cost and effort of solution deployment through flexible services
engagement models
•• Speed time to value by streamlining deployment of GRC software
•• Simplify software and service consumption using the expert guidance of SAP
consultants
•• Reduce costs by strengthening controls and monitoring
•• Use GRC as a competitive differentiator by incorporating risk management and
compliance into your strategy, planning, and operational execution
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How can you most effectively migrate to
a new governance, risk, and compliance
solution or upgrade your existing SAP®
BusinessObjects™ governance, risk, and
compliance (GRC) solutions? Does your
organization have the IT skills needed to
deploy a new solution or customize it to
reflect your unique needs?
The SAP Services organization offers
world-class consulting services that help
you quickly upgrade or migrate to the
current version of SAP BusinessObjects
GRC solutions. With both predefined service packages and individualized services,
we’ll help ensure you implement these
solutions efficiently – in a way that maximizes value and flexibility while minimizing your time to benefit.
Consulting Services
Turbocharge Your GRC Transition
SAP Services can help you plan, deploy,
and monitor your GRC solution migration
or upgrade. We help you review your unique
GRC requirements and give you the guidance needed to gain a holistic perspective
on your overall requirements. Our experts
help you plan and execute your upgrade
and migration activities while considering
the SAP road map for these solutions.
The SAP Consulting organization, a global
consulting practice, provides you with
shared knowledge that crosses geographic,
language, and cultural boundaries. Do you

face unique geographic, industry, or
line-of-business requirements? Our global
services team can provide you with crossenterprise solutions that optimize solution performance and maximize the value
of your SAP software investment.
Leveraging the experience of senior-level
consultants dedicated to GRC issues, we
help unlock the full potential of your GRC
investment by providing:
•• Expert GRC assessments and
strategies that help you develop a
flexible, long-term GRC road map and
implementation recommendations that
support enterprise change
•• Quick starts and comprehensive
implementation services that leverage
standardized deployments based on best
practices and reusable components,
which lowers costs and provides quick
time to value
•• GRC migration and upgrade optimization expertise that helps you evaluate
GRC coverage of your business, so you
can refine and expand implementations
to address gaps and other software
issues
High-value business transformation services from SAP Services help you control
access risk and secure global trade operations. Our IT transformation services
help you integrate the software with critical security, identity management, and
access control technologies. With the help

of technology experts who specialize in
performance optimization, we can also
help you fine-tune your GRC solutions
with industry- or enterprise-specific best
practices.
Rapid Time to Value and Reduced
Costs
With consulting services from SAP to
support your migration or upgrade to
new GRC solutions, you can:
•• Minimize costs and effort for solution
deployment through flexible services
engagement models, so you get the right
amount of services you need when you
need them
•• Streamline deployment of GRC
software, speeding time to value
•• Simplify your software and service
consumption using expert guidance
•• Reduce costs of monitoring and
strengthen controls related to key
business processes
•• Incorporate risk management
and compliance into your strategy,
planning, and operational execution,
so you can use GRC as a competitive
differentiator
For more information on how we can help
you migrate or upgrade to the current version of SAP BusinessObjects GRC solutions,
call us or visit us online at www.sap.com
/services/business-analytics.

